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Abstract
Gastric slow waves propagate in the electrical syncytium of the healthy stomach, being generated
at a rate of approximately three times per minute in a pacemaker region along the greater curvature
of the antrum and propagating distally towards the pylorus. Disease states are known to alter the
normal gastric slow wave. Recent studies have suggested the use of biomagnetic techniques for
assessing parameters of the gastric slow wave that have potential diagnostic significance. We
present a study in which the gastric syncytium was uncoupled by mechanical division as we
recorded serosal electric potentials along with multichannel biomagnetic signals and cutaneous
potentials. By computing the surface current density (SCD) from multichannel biomagnetic
recordings, we were able to quantify gastric slow wave propagation as well as the frequency and
amplitude of the slow wave and to show that these correlate well with similar parameters from
serosal electrodes. We found the dominant slow wave frequency to be an unreliable indicator of
gastric uncoupling as uncoupling results in the appearance of multiple slow wave sources at
various frequencies in external recordings. The percentage of power distributed in specific
frequency ranges exhibited significant postdivision changes. Propagation velocity determined
from SCD maps was a weak indicator of uncoupling in this work; we believe that the relatively
low spatial resolution of our 19-channel biomagnetometer confounds the characterization of
spatial variations in slow wave propagation velocities. Nonetheless, the biomagnetic technique
represents a non-invasive method for accurate determination of clinically significant parameters of
the gastric slow wave.
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Introduction
The slow wave of the stomach—also known as the electrical control activity or basic
electrical rhythm—originates in the interstitial cells of Cajal (ICCs) along the greater
curvature of the antrum. Populations of ICCs and smooth muscle cells are electrically
coupled and thus isopotential, exhibiting a depolarization/repolarization cycle that repeats
about every 20 s in humans. Interstitial cells of Cajal propagate the slow wave quickly in a
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circumferential direction around the body of the stomach. The slow wave then propagates
more slowly down the stomach's longitudinal axis from the pacemaker location in the
antrum to the pylorus, where the gastric slow wave terminates. However, the specific
propagation route is highly complex and not uniform, potentially even stepwise.1,2
Several authors have suggested that, although potentially challenging, non-invasive
measurements of slow wave parameters such as amplitude, frequency and propagation
velocity could have diagnostic value.3–6 Although intervening tissue layers distort and
attenuate the electric potential from the slow wave, cutaneous electrodes are sometimes
capable of recording the electrogastrogram (EGG). The cutaneous potential thus reflects the
frequency of the underlying slow wave reliably,7 but there is a complex relationship
between slow wave and EGG amplitudes.8–12 Nonetheless, the absence of a postprandial
EGG amplitude increase may have diagnostic significance.3,13,14 Recent studies have
suggested that the EGG may reflect propagation characteristics,15 but reliable determination
of propagation velocities from EGG recordings has not been demonstrated. Additionally,
even the putative clinical utility of frequency dynamics in EGG has been questioned on the
basis of low reproducibility.16
Uncoupling of the gastric musculature affects the gastric slow wave. Mintchev et al. showed
that spectral analysis of the EGG could recognize severe gastric uncoupling,17 while Liang
and Chen suggested that gastric uncoupling could cause a decrease in the amplitude of the
EGG.18 However, there has been a great deal of controversy regarding the utility of EGG
amplitude measurements because they depend strongly on a number of different important
factors, including the separation between the stomach and skin19 as well as the conductivity
of abdominal fat layers.20 Won et al. recently showed that changes in slow wave frequency
induced by stretch of the antral musculature caused gastric uncoupling that inhibited
propagation.21
The magnetogastrogram (MGG) measures the same underlying electrical activity as the
EGG.22–26 Superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometers have
unrivalled sensitivity for detecting the weak magnetic fields associated with the slow wave
(fields on the order of picotesla, pT). Multiple biomagnetic sensors facilitate straightforward
multichannel spatiotemporal sampling that allows evaluation of gastric slow wave
frequency, amplitude and propagation velocity.25 Our aim in this study was to determine
whether non-invasive biomagnetic measurements from a SQUID magnetometer could
identify gastric uncoupling.
Materials and Methods
Nine adult pigs were anaesthetized by induction with ketamine/xylazine/telazol (2.2/2.2/4.4
mg kg−1) i.m. and maintained with isoflurane (1.5–3.0 % with O2) to provide a steady plane
of anaesthesia throughout the study according to a protocol approved by the Vanderbilt
University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Animals were also maintained on
a ventilator throughout the experiment. We performed a laparotomy and attached bipolar
electrode platforms to the antrum of the gastric serosa proximal and distal to a transverse
line used to divide the stomach surgically. Electrode platforms consisted of three rows of
four bipolar electrode pairs each, with the four electrodes oriented along the gastric
longitudinal axis so as to allow measurement of gastric slow wave propagation. The
laparotomy was closed and three cutaneous electrodes were placed in the epigastric region
along the same line as the serosal electrodes to measure the EGG. The animal was placed
underneath the Tristan 637i (Tristan Technologies, San Diego, CA, USA) biomagnetometer
in a magnetically shielded room. Respiration was suspended periodically to provide periods
of reduced motion.
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Our biomagnetometer consists of a collection of SQUID gradiometers (5.0 cm baseline) that
record data at 29 sensor locations using an array of detection coils. The detection coils are
located in a plane at the bottom of a dewar filled with liquid helium (temperature ∼4 K) and
are inductively coupled to SQUID sensors that convert magnetic flux threading the detection
coils to voltage signals.27 The voltage data were amplified and collected on a PC (Dell
Computer, Austin, TX, USA) running LabVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA).
Ten of these sensors are oriented tangential to the bottom of the dewar, and for this study,
we utilized only the data from the 19 sensors oriented normal to the dewar bottom, arranged
in a hexagonal close-packed spacing. The approximate location of the SQUID
magnetometer relative to the position of the stomach and the serosal electrodes as well as the
location of the gastric division are illustrated in Fig. 1.
We first measured simultaneous MGG, serosal electromyogram (EMG) and cutaneous EGG
signals for a 30 min baseline. After the baseline recording, the stomach was surgically
divided between the proximal and distal antrum. Simultaneous recording was continued for
a period of 1 h following gastric division.
We used MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick MA) to analyse data postacquisition. The general
analysis procedure involved pre- and post-filtering the data using a second-order, zero-phase
Butterworth filter with a bandpass of 1–100 cycles per minute (cpm). The zero-phase nature
of the filter allows us to accurately analyse signals in the spatiotemporal domain for
assessment of gastric propagation. We performed spectral analysis on the signals using
autoregressive (AR) spectral analysis.28 The spectra were further analysed to determine the
frequency of the dominant peaks, as well as frequencies of other significant spectral peaks.
In addition, we determined the percentage of power distributed (PPD) in the spectra in
frequency ranges defined as bradygastric (lower than two standard deviations from the mean
gastric frequency determined by serosal electrode recordings) and tachygastric (higher than
two standard deviations from the mean gastric frequency).
Filtered biomagnetic data were also subjected to surface current density mapping in order to
assess propagation.29 The surface current density (SCD) provides a measure of the spatial
differences in the magnetic field that would be associated with currents flowing just
underneath the surface of a volume conducting body.30 Although they do not represent a
physiological current density in our experimental subjects, the SCD is a useful tool for
visualizing the likely spatiotemporal patterns of bioelectric current that could produce the
measured magnetic field data.30 Maxima of SCD maps tracked over time give an estimate of
the propagation velocity of the gastric slow wave. This velocity is estimated by a linear fit to
the maximum location as a function of time, allowing us to estimate the propagation velocity
as the slope of the best-fit line.
Independent component analysis is a blind signal separation (BSS) method for multivariate
data that has been widely applied to physiological measurements. A detailed description of
independent component analysis (ICA) and of its mathematical underpinnings is available
in,31 where we showed that independent components (ICs) more closely reflect underlying
temporal frequency information from biomagnetic sources. For this reason, data were also
subjected to ICA, which helped us to separate data of gastric and non-gastric origin. ICA
components were further analysed and compared with data from conventional filtering.
Results
Gastric slow waves were recorded from serosal electrodes as well as from the SQUID. In
electrode data sets from the distal antrum, apparent spiking activity (also known as electrical
response activity) superimposed on the slow wave complicated the identification of slow
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waves in the raw data. However, slow waves could be identified in filtered electrode data.
Fig. 2 shows typical serosal electrode recordings that are both unfiltered (i) and filtered (ii).
In three of the nine studies, no periodic spiking activity was present, but serosal potentials
and transabdominal magnetic fields from those studies still show clear slow waves.
Artefacts from respiratory and cardiac magnetic interference required us to filter magnetic
data. As a result, we did not observe spiking activity reflected in the filtered magnetic signal
from these data, although we have seen such activity in previous studies.32,33 Fig. 2Aiii, Biii
show MGG signals corresponding to the serosal potentials shown in Fig. 2Ai, Bi,
respectively, mapped to the locations of the SQUID sensors. During breathholds—in which
both slow waves and spikes were observed in serosal electrodes—only slow waves were
noticeable in magnetic data, suggesting that SQUID signals primarily reflect the gastric slow
wave, although it is possible that filtering to remove cardiac interference also removed the
signature of spiking activity from the MGG data.
Fig. 3 shows a simultaneous recording of MGG, serosal EMG and EGG with the associated
AR power spectra, and the MGGs from each subject are displayed with their associated
power spectra in Fig. 4. The power spectra allow identification of dominant signal
frequencies. At baseline, the SQUID magnetometer recorded slow waves with the same
frequencies of 2.8 ± 0.2 cpm (mean ± standard error of the mean, SEM) as recorded by
serosal electrodes (proximal: 3.1 ± 0.1 cpm, P = 0.12; distal: 3.0 ± 0.1 cpm, P = 0.23).
Electrogastrogram frequencies were slightly decreased but were not significantly lower (2.6
± 0.2 cpm, P = 0.06). Signal amplitudes were difficult to estimate because of noise
contributions from respiration, cardiac and motion. During respiration suspension with
cardiac activity filtered, the slow wave amplitude in the healthy state was found to be 1.6 ±
0.5 mV (mean ± SEM) in serosal electrodes, 4.2 ± 0.9 pT in the MGG and 200 ± 62 μV for
EGG. There was a slight, but not statistically significant, decrease in the amplitudes
postdivision for all modalities (1.1 ± 0.4 mV serosal, 2.9 ± 0.8 pT MGG, 162 ± 42 μV
EGG).
The slow wave propagated with a velocity between 4.5 and 6.0 mm s−1 as measured by
visual inspection of phase shifts in sequential distal serosal electrodes. Signals from the
more proximal electrode platform did not consistently exhibit regular propagating slow
waves that would allow computation of phase shifts or of propagation velocity. Phase shifts
were also not observed consistently in either EGG or MGG recordings, but SCD mapping of
the MGG signals allowed us to identify a propagation velocity of 5.3 ± 0.5 mm s−1, similar
to that seen in serosal electrodes. Consecutive SCD maps before and after division in a
typical subject are shown in Fig. 5. From these maps, we computed the location of the
pattern maximum as a function of time to estimate the propagation velocity as shown the
bottom of Fig. 5. The estimated velocity is the slope of the best-fit line to the pattern
maximum data.
After division of the stomach, slow waves evaluated by standard filtering methods in both
proximal serosal electrode data and in SQUID data showed no significant change in
dominant frequency (proximal EMG: 3.1 ± 0.2 cpm, P = 0.43; MGG: 3.0 ± 0.4 cpm, P =
0.37; Fig. 6A). The serosal electrodes distal to the division, however, did show a significant
decrease in dominant frequency (2.2 ± 0.3 cpm, P < 0.01) We noted a much larger variance
in postdivision frequencies from both electrodes and the SQUID, indicating that more
diverse dominant slow wave frequencies were recorded postdivision which, on average, did
not differ significantly from predivision values. As illustrated in Fig. 3D–F, a typical
postdivision power spectrum contains multiple peaks that tend to complicate the
identification of a particular peak as ‘the’ dominant gastric slow wave frequency. We
observed a significant increase in the number of peaks in MGG power spectra after gastric
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division, which was not seen in either proximal or distal serosal electrodes (Fig. 6B). This
increase indicates that while slow waves in particular regions of the gastric syncytium may
exhibit different specific dominant frequencies, magnetic fields from multiple regions are
detected by the SQUID. The presence of multiple peaks in the power spectrum is an
indication of gastric uncoupling. The EGG data did not exhibit a significant change in
dominant frequency (2.7 ± 0.3 cpm, P = 0.34) or number of spectral peaks.
Independent component analysis revealed components of the data that exhibited a
substantial postdivision frequency decrease from baseline values of 2.91 ± 0.47 cpm
(serosal) and 3.09 ± 0.91 cpm (MGG) to postdivision frequencies of 1.22 ± 1.04 cpm
(serosal) and 1.38 ± 1.17 cpm (MGG). The larger standard deviation indicates the wider
postdivision range of dominant frequencies characteristic of uncoupled tissue.
The percentage of power distributed in bradygastric frequencies was significantly increased
after gastric division in both serosal electrode and MGG data, as seen in Table 1. The only
other statistically significant difference in pre and postdivision PPDs was a decrease in
normogastric power noted in serosal electrodes. The decrease in normogastric power for
MGG was not statistically significant. There was no significant change in power at
tachygastric frequencies in any modality. No effect was observed in EGG PPDs.
Comparison of SCD maps with serosal electrode signals showed similar predivision slow
wave propagation patterns. The propagation velocity could be estimated by computing the
location of the SCD maxima at successive time intervals and then determining the ratio of
change in position of the maximum to the elapsed time. Because of the relatively low spatial
resolution of the SQUID magnetometer used in this study, we found it most reliable to
estimate propagation velocity over the extent of the propagation pattern by linear
correlation. Although a spatial velocity gradient could be estimated using this technique,
there is a concomitant decrease in the accuracy of the estimation. Additionally, as only our
distal antral electrodes reliably recorded slow waves, we did not observe a significant spatial
difference in EMG propagation velocities. The propagation velocities determined from distal
antral serosal electrodes are summarized in Table 2 along with the propagation velocity
estimated from SCD maps computed from MGG recordings. After gastric division, although
there was more variance in the propagation velocity recorded from more distal antral serosal
electrodes, no significant difference in the mean propagation velocity was determined. The
MGG SCD propagation velocity also exhibited a substantial increase in variance, but there
was also a weakly significant postdivision velocity decrease (P = 0.05).
Discussion
We evaluated signals recorded from the multichannel MGG simultaneous with multiple
serosal potential measurements (EMGs) and EGGs in porcine subjects before and after
gastric division. Our results show that the MGG reflects the underlying slow wave activity
of the stomach. Similar baseline frequencies were recorded in all modalities.
Gastric division causes the development of ectopic pacemakers that continue to drive slow
wave activity, but at lower frequencies. However, other regions of the gastric syncytium not
covered by our local electrode array are driven by pacemakers at still different frequencies.
Thus, although we did not observe a concomitant decrease in MGG slow wave dominant
frequency, we did observe an increase in the number of peaks in postdivision power spectra.
The MGG records gastric slow waves from multiple uncoupled regions of the stomach. We
were able to distinguish these contributions using ICA, and analysis of the components
determined from ICA showed a significant postdivision frequency decrease.
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We observed significant increases in the percentage of power distributed in frequencies
below the normal gastric range in serosal electrode and MGG recordings, which suggests
that ectopic slow waves are indeed detected by MGG. The cutaneous EGG showed a
statistically insignificant increase in power contained in bradygastric frequencies. Previous
studies by Mintchev et al. have suggested that EGG is capable of detecting uncoupling in
canine subjects using spectral analysis and measures of chaos,17,34 while Irimia and Wikswo
also used chaos measures to characterize abnormal gastric slow waves.35 It is likely that the
additional abdominal fat in the porcine model complicated the accurate reflection of slow
waves in the cutaneous electrodes. Also, it was not possible for us to apply the same
detection criteria used in the Mintchev study because of our requirement of respiration-free
data segments.
We have begun utilizing data processing methods for rejection of noise artefacts in the data
that could significantly improve our ability to use longer time segments in our analyses and
provide a more robust comparison with other studies. However, many of these techniques
compromise spatial information contained in the data to highlight temporal signal features
and thus, their utility for assessing propagation is questionable. Nonetheless, we expect such
techniques to provide for more accurate temporal analyses. One of the primary noise
components to our signal was caused by respiration, which was suspended periodically
during the course of our studies. Irimia previously showed that ICA is a very effective
technique for reducing respiratory interference in biomagnetic signals from the GI tract.36
As in that study, we were able to isolate data of gastric origin from other data in terms of the
frequency content; nevertheless, it can be a difficult task to determine which independent
components warrant inclusion in a particular analysis, and the development of specific
criteria is still underway.
The multichannel MGG measurements allowed us to compute a gastric slow wave
propagation velocity from the computed surface current density maps that agreed with the
velocity obtained from antral serosal electrodes. The serosal recordings were somewhat
noisier than might be expected, particularly when compared with the monopolar ex vivo
recordings made by Lammers et al.37 or microelectrode recordings such as those reported by
Bauer et al.38 Nonetheless, the propagation velocities we obtained are in good agreement
with those previously reported from other labs.38 Our bipolar electrode arrangement was
designed primarily to help reduce motion artefact which contributes significantly to our in
situ data. Gastric uncoupling was associated with an increase in the variance of propagation
velocities determined from SCD maps. Cutaneous EGG did not contain phase differences
that would allow computation of propagation velocities. While we did observe propagation
in both distal serosal electrodes and postdivision SCD maps, it was substantially more
variable than before division. The presence of multiple frequencies recorded in the SQUID
are strongly suggestive of ectopic pacemakers that would inhibit propagation, and could thus
cast doubt on the validity of postdivision propagation velocity estimates. The distal serosal
electrode platform did not exhibit the same multiple frequencies or indications of
uncoupling as the SQUID, and we did observe postdivision slow wave propagation in
serosal electrodes. It is possible that the serosal electrodes record locally consistent
propagating activity while the SQUID additionally detects multiple frequencies
characteristic of an uncoupled gastric syncytium.
The spatial resolution of our Tristan 637i biomagnetometer did not facilitate a
characterization of spatial gradients in slow wave propagation velocity with SCD maps. The
spatial separation of our sensors is approximately 4 cm. While we were able to position the
magnetometer in the optimal location for detection of gastric propagation, an improper
location of the biomagnetometer distant from the gastric musculature would reduce the
spatial resolution even further. We determined propagation velocity as the slope of the best-
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fit line to the SCD pattern maxima as a function of time to obtain a single propagation
velocity estimate for the entire gastric slow wave propagation, though it is well known that
propagation velocity is non-uniform and increases in the aborad direction.39,40 We could
have used a higher-order polynomial fit or a linear fit to shorter data segments, but these
tended to produce a mix of accurate and obviously inaccurate propagation velocities with
our relatively low spatial resolution. A more densely packed array of SQUID detectors
would greatly enhance the capability to determine propagation velocity from slow waves in
different parts of the gastric musculature, and we intend to pursue these methods in future
studies.
Chen et al. were able to identify phase shifts in a four-channel cutaneous EGG setup.15 Our
recording setup limited the number of EGG channels to three in this experiment, which is
one potential explanation for our inability to detect consistent phase shifts in the EGG. Also,
the ability to detect phase shifts is dependent on the thickness of the abdomen, and so our
measurements in porcine subjects may not be directly comparable to the human studies of
Chen et al. Additionally, their method does not allow computation of the propagation
velocity. It is significant to note that we were able to identify gastric uncoupling using MGG
with a single division, whereas in Mintchev's previous study, EGG was only able to
recognize severe gastric uncoupling from multiple gastric divisions.17 These data suggest
that MGG may be a more sensitive indicator of the underlying electrophysiology.
It is also possible that laparotomy itself has some effect on the cutaneous EGG as it
necessarily changes the electrical continuity of the abdominal wall and could thus prevent
the identification of phase shifts. We expect that these effects are minor as we took
precautions to suture the incision tightly and we clearly were able to measure EGGs after the
laparotomy was performed. Nevertheless it is possible that uncoupling the electrical
syncytium of the abdomen precludes the measurement of propagation in cutaneous electric
signals. This question requires further study with multiple cutaneous electrodes.
Currently, biomagnetic measurements are performed inside a magnetically shielded room
with equipment that operates with expensive cryogenics. Although these factors may limit
the immediate clinical application of MGG, rapid advances are being made in
superconductor technology and the ability to perform unshielded biomagnetic measurements
is being perfected. Improvements in signal processing ability also encourage the application
of SQUID technology to the sensitive measurements required for assessment of
gastrointestinal electrical activity.
Our results suggest that multichannel MGG measurements can characterize healthy and
uncoupled gastric tissue non-invasively and without making contact with the subject. The
ability to routinely measure such clinical parameters as the gastric slow wave frequency and
its propagation velocity could have significant impact in a clinical setting.
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Experimental setup illustrating approximate relative position of SQUID sensors and serosal
electrodes. SQUID sensors are indicated by circles with vector sensors containing xs.
Serosal electrode bipolar pairs have a baseline of 5 mm with a separation of 2 cm. The
stomach was mechanically uncoupled by surgical division in the antrum at the approximate
location of the indiciated dashed line.
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Recordings (A) before and (B) after gastric division in (i) raw and (ii) filtered serosal
electrodes and in (i) the multichannel SQUID magnetometer. Recordings from four
sequential electrodes demonstrate propagation of spiking activity in unfiltered data (i). In
panel (Aii) and (Bii) the spiking activity has been filtered to show only slow waves.
Magnetogastrogram signals are mapped to the spatial location of the sensors (Aiii) before
and (Biii) after gastric division.
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Simultaneous MGG (A and D), serosal EMG (B and E) and EGG (C and F) signals and
power spectra obtained during suspension of respiration before (A–C) and after (D–F)
gastric division.
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Magnetogastrogram signals (A) and AR power spectra (B) recorded during baseline for each
of the nine subjects. The dominant gastric slow wave frequency was identified from the
power spectra.
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Surface current density maps computed over 60 s of data. (A) Predivision SCD reveals a
propagation pattern from the subject's left to right across the sensor array. The pattern
repeats approximately every 15 s. (B) Postdivision, the pattern retains a periodicity of about
18 s, but the left-right propagation is not evident. The location of the SCD maxima as a
function of time is shown below each set of SCD maps. Propagation velocity may be
computed from these plots.
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(A) The average frequency and (B) the average number of spectral peaks from MGG,
serosal EMG and EGG data before (solid) and after (shaded) gastric uncoupling. Although
the distal serosal EMG recorded a significant decrease in postdivision dominant frequencies,
no decrease was noted in MGG, EGG or the proximal serosal electrodes. However, there
was a significant increase in the number of spectral peaks recorded postdivision in the
MGG. This finding suggests that MGG records multiple frequencies present during
uncoupling.
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